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NIT Trichy Director Hands over Student’s designed Truck Mounted Street 

Vacuum Cleaner to Trichy City Corporation 

 

A truck-mounted street vacuum cleaner (T-MSVC), a product indigenously  designed and 

developed by members of the Designers’ Consortium, the  official product designing club of 

NIT Trichy was declared open for  public usage on 23rd August 2019.  This cost-efficient,  

power-efficient solution to metropolitan road cleanliness problems was  officially handed over 

to the Trichy City Corporation Commissioner,  Mr.Ravichandran by NIT Trichy Director Prof 

Mini Shaji Thomas in an  official ceremony organized at NIT Trichy Campus on August 23rd, 

2019.  This product can be mounted on the corporation truck which can be used  for removal 

of trash from the streets. It is a solution to Trichy's  problem of accumulation of waste on the 

streets especially in and  around Vegetable Market area. 

The aspiring project, which was conceived by one of the golden batches  of REC Trichy, the 

batch of '83, was also funded by the same selfless  set of patrons, Mr Richard Sekar, Mr 

Sagayaraj Benedict and Mr  T.Suresh, with their moto to give back to the society. The 

conception  of the project was initiated through an “Immacula Trichy Hackathon”  that was 

organized by the Student’s welfare office and the Alumni  Relations office of NIT 

Tiruchirapalli in September 2018 and the  project was taken up by the students of Designer's 

consortium (DC) of  NIT Tiruchirappalli.  In order to fully understand the needs and  challenges 

of the product, the students travelled to Chennai to study  and evaluate the existing street 

cleaners owned by the Chennai  Corporation. Subsequently, the team came out with a cost-

effective  vacuum cleaner, the trash from which could be collected in an on-board  container 

of the truck. The team made frequent visits to the  Ariyamangalam dumping site to further 

understand the life-cycle of  waste and its management. 

The Director, Prof Mini Shaji Thomas during her address congratulated  the students, faculty 

team of the Designer's consortium, and the 1983  Alumni who working together to design and 

develop the T-MSVC.She  specially thanked the Alumni of 1983 batch for funding the project 

and  for their motivation and continuous guidance throughout. She also  thanked the support of 

the Hon. Commissioner, Mr Ravichandran and  Sanitary Inspector, Mr.Parasuraman of the 

Trichy Corporation. 
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Onam celebrations to be low profile 

Due to unprecedented flooding in Kerala, Malayalees in the city have keep their 

Onam celebrations low profile. 

The priority was on reaching out to their flood-affected friends and relatives in 

their home towns in Kerala with relief materials. 

A week back, a team of Kerala Samajam, BHEL, had spanned out to the flood-

affected areas and distributed relief materials, including clothes and books worth 

Rs. 2 lakh. 

Last year, the Kerala Samajam, BHEL, Tiruchi, had mobilised double the amount 

to help out the flood-affected people in Kerala. Due to the intensity of the natural 

disaster last year, the Samajam had cancelled the Onam celebration. 

This year, the celebration which was earlier planned during this month has been 

postponed to November 3, Samajam president Sumesh said. 

There are over 250 Malayalee families in BHEL and around 100 families in 

Ordnance Factory Tiruchi. The National Institute of Technology - Tiruchi has 

around 500 students from Kerala and nearly 20 teaching and non-teaching staff. 

At NIT-T, too, the Onam celebration was cancelled last year due to the deluge in 

Kerala. This year, too, there has been unprecedented rainfall in Kerala, though 

not to the extent of last year. 

The institute had planned to celebrate the festival during the third week-end of 

this month, Samson Mathew, Dean -Students' Welfare, NIT-T, said. 
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NIT Tiruchirappalli signs MoU with Texas Instruments for 

collaborative programs today 

National Institute of Technology (NIT), Trichy signed a Memorandum of Understanding 

(MoU) with the Texas Instruments (TI) engaged in the design and development of 

semiconductors and software to promote interaction between NIT Trichy and Texas 

Instruments in mutually beneficial areas and to provide a formal basis for initiating interaction 

between NIT Trichy and TI through setting up a TI Research Lab at NITT premises.The MoU 

envisages joint R&D projects over a period of three years for the development of new 

technologies in various engineering domains. The MoU was inked in the presence of Dr Mini 

Shaji Thomas, Director, NIT Trichy and Shri. Sanjay Srivastav, Director, Texas Instruments 

India University Program. Speaking on this occasion, Professor Dr Mini Shaji Thomas, 

Director, NIT Trichy, said, “We are motivated about partnering with TI to collaborate in 

pioneering semiconductor engineering technology for learning and mobility. As various 

promising opportunities seem to exist, the setting up of TI Research Lab is at the top priority 

and subsequently be nurtured and grown after considering the learnings and experiences from 

TI.  We see the program as an opportunity for us to develop a talent pool among the students 

of NIT-Trichy, that would have the edge over others in terms of acquisition of advanced 

knowledge and be industry-ready. NITT will provide a space and other infrastructure to set up 

TI Research Lab.”  

As a part of this MoU, TI will deliver products and EVMs worth USD 25000/- (United States 

Dollars Twenty-Five Thousand Only) from 2019 till the expiry of this MoU. These TI products 

and EVMs will be used by NITT in curriculum teaching and research in the area of Analog IC 

applications, Power Management and Embedded Systems. It is mutually agreed that free of 

cost training to all teaching assistants, research assistants and lab assistants towards the usage 

of EVMs towards curriculum teaching will be provided by TI and in turn, NITT also encourage 

their side for the same. NITT will encourage students to participate in Student Contests 

conducted by TI. 
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Hence, through this MoU, it is intended to have a mutual multi-dimensional partnership 

between NITT and TI, which will help to reinforce the competitive edge of the company with 

the academic partners with proficient faculty, in line with our vision & mission of the institute 

to create a future-ready organization.” This partnership will help to bridge the gap between 

academic excellence and business requirements, to create an industry-ready workforce. This 

initiative also supports the Government’s ‘Make in India’, ‘Skill India’ and ‘Startup India’ 

program, preparing the Indian industry to compete at a global platform.” 

A steering committee will be set up to monitor the activities under this MoU. The committee 

will consist of Mr Sanjay Srivastava from TI and Prof. Umapathy Dean (Research and 

Consultancy) representing NITT.  

NIT Trichy: National Institute of Technology, Tiruchirappalli, commonly referred to as NIT 

Trichy, is an Institution of National Importance under Ministry of Human Resource 

Development, Government of India, established to provide instruction and research in various 

branches of engineering and technology for the advancement of learning and dissemination of 

knowledge in such branches. NIT Trichy is ranked the best among NITs and runs 10 

undergraduates and 28 postgraduate and Ph D programs. NIT Trichy excels in teaching, 

research and consultancy, supported by eminent Faculty, successful alumni, industry partners 

and world-class Infrastructure catering to more than 6500 students. 
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NIT signs MoU with TI for research collaboration 

The National Institute of Technology ,Tiruchi, (NIT-T), on Monday , signed a Memorandum 

of Understanding (MoU) with Texas Instruments (TI), which is engaged in design and 

development of semiconductors and software, to promote interaction between the two 

organisations and setting up of a TI Research Lab at NIT-T campus. The MoU envisages joint 

research and development projects over a period of three years for the development of new 

technologies in various engineering domains. The MoU was signed in the presence of Mini 

Shaji Thomas, Director, NIT-T, and Sanjay Srivastav, Director, Texas Instruments India 

University Programme. Speaking on the occasion, Dr. Thomas said the MoU would enable 

collaboration with TI in the pioneering semiconductor engineering technology for learning and 

mobility.  

“The setting up of TI Research Lab is a priority. We see the programme as an opportunity to 

develop a talent pool among the students of NIT-T and give them an edge over others in terms 

of acquisition of advanced knowledge and be industry-ready. NITT will provide a space and 

other infrastructure to set up TI Research Lab,” she said. As a part of the MoU, TI will deliver 

products and evaluation modules worth US $ 25,000 and they will be used by NITT in 

curriculum teaching and research in the area of Analog IC applications, power management 

and embedded systems. The partnership will help to bridge the gap between academic 

excellence and business requirements, to create an industry-ready workforce, a NIT-T press 

release said. 
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 NEWSJIZZ 

Texas Instruments to establish research laboratory at NIT Trichy 

TRICHY: global semiconductor soware and design company based in the USA. 

UU. Texas Instruments ( YOU ) establish a research laboratory at the National 

Institute of Technology (NIT) Trichy.  

A memorandum of understanding (MoU) was signed between the company and 

NIT Trichy to provide a formal basis for initiating interaction in mutually 

beneficial areas.  

The memorandum of understanding provides for joint Ru0026D projects over a 

period of three years for the development of new technologies in various 

engineering domains.  

The MoU was inked in the presence of NIT Trichy director Mini Shaji Thomas 

and Sanjay Srivastav, director, Texas Instruments India University Program. 

“We are motivated about partnering with YOU to collaborate in pioneering 

semiconductor engineering technology for learning and mobility,” said Thomas.  

“We see the programme as an opportunity for us to develop a talent pool among 

the students of NIT-Trichy giving them an edge over others in terms of 

acquisition of advanced knowledge and be industry-ready. NITT will provide a 

space and other infrastructure to set up YOU Research Lab,” she said. 
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Texas Instruments to set up research laboratory in NIT Trichy  

 

 

TRICHY: US-based global semiconductor design and software company Texas Instruments 

(TI) will set up a research laboratory at the National Institute of Technology (NIT) Trichy. A 

memorandum of understanding (MoU) was signed between the company and NIT Trichy to 

provide a formal basis for initiating interaction in mutually beneficial areas. 

The MoU envisages joint R&D projects over a period of three years for the development of 

new technologies in various engineering domains. 

The MoU was inked in the presence of NIT Trichy director Mini Shaji Thomas and Sanjay 

Srivastav, director, Texas Instruments India University Program. 

“We are motivated about partnering with TI to collaborate in pioneering semiconductor 

engineering technology for learning and mobility,” said Thomas. 

“We see the programme as an opportunity for us to develop a talent pool among the students 

of NIT-Trichy giving them an edge over others in terms of acquisition of advanced knowledge 

and be industry-ready. NITT will provide a space and other infrastructure to set up TI Research 

Lab,” she said.  
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NIT Tiruchirappalli signs MOU with Texas Instruments 
National Institute of Technology (NIT), Trichy signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with 

the Texas Instruments (TI) engaged in the design and development of semiconductors and software to 

promote interaction between NIT Trichy and Texas Instruments in mutually beneficial areas and to 

provide a formal basis for initiating interaction between NIT Trichy and TI through setting up a TI 

Research Lab at NITT premises. The MoU envisages joint R&D projects over a period of three years 

for the development of new technologies in various engineering domains. The MoU was inked in the 

presence of Dr Mini Shaji Thomas, Director, NIT Trichy and Shri. Sanjay Srivastav, Director, Texas 

Instruments India University Program. Speaking on this occasion, Professor Dr Mini Shaji Thomas, 

Director, NIT Trichy, said, “We are motivated about partnering with TI to collaborate in pioneering 

semiconductor engineering technology for learning and mobility. As various promising opportunities 

seem to exist, the setting up of TI Research Lab is at the top priority and subsequently be nurtured and 

grown after considering the learnings and experiences from TI.  We see the program as an opportunity 

for us to develop a talent pool among the students of NIT-Trichy, that would have the edge over others 

in terms of acquisition of advanced knowledge and be industry-ready. NITT will provide a space and 

other infrastructure   to set up TI Research Lab.” 

As a part of this MoU, TI will deliver products and EVMs worth USD 25000/- (United States Dollars 

Twenty-Five Thousand Only) from 2019 till the expiry of this MoU. These TI products and EVMs will 

be used by NITT in curriculum teaching and research in the area of Analog IC applications, Power 

Management and Embedded Systems.  

 

 

It is mutually agreed that free of cost training to all teaching assistants, research assistants and lab 

assistants towards the usage of EVMs towards curriculum teaching will be provided by TI and in turn, 

NITT also encourage their side for the same. NITT will encourage students to participate in Student 

Contests conducted by TI. Hence, through this MoU, it is intended to have a mutual multi-dimensional 

partnership between NITT and TI, which will help to reinforce the competitive edge of the company 

with the academic partners with proficient faculty, in line with our vision & mission of the institute to 

create a future-ready organization. “This partnership will help to bridge the gap between academic 

excellence and business requirements, to create an industry-ready workforce. This initiative also 

supports the Government’s ‘Make in India’, ‘Skill India’ and ‘Startup India’ program, preparing the 

Indian industry to compete at a global platform.” 

A steering committee will be set up to monitor the activities under this MoU. The committee will consist 

of Mr Sanjay Srivastava from TI and Prof. Umapathy Dean (Research and Consultancy) representing 

NITT. 
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Tamilnadu: US Company TI to set up research lab at NIT in Trichy Texas 

Instruments (TI), a US company, engaged in the design and development of 

semiconductors and software will set up a hi-tech, cutting edge research lab at 

National Institute of Technology (NIT) in Trichy, Tamilnadu. 

The MoU in this regard was inked recently, in the presence of Director, NIT 

Trichy, Dr Mini Shaji Thomas and India University Programme Director, Sanjay 

Srivastav. 

It envisages joint R&D projects over a period of three years for the development 

of new technologies in various engineering domains. 

As a part of the MoU, TI will deliver products and EVMs worth USD 25,000.   
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NIT Tiruchirappalli signs MoU with Texas Instruments for collaborative 

programs  

National Institute of Technology (NIT), Trichy signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with 

the Texas Instruments (TI) engaged in the design and development of semiconductors and software to 

promote interaction between NIT Trichy and Texas Instruments in mutually beneficial areas and to 

provide a formal basis for initiating interaction between NIT Trichy and TI through setting up a TI 

Research Lab at NITT premises. 

The MoU envisages joint R&D projects over a period of three years for the development of new 

technologies in various engineering domains. The MoU was inked in the presence of Dr Mini Shaji 

Thomas, Director, NIT Trichy and Shri. Sanjay Srivastav, Director, Texas Instruments India University 

Program. Speaking on this occasion, Professor Dr Mini Shaji Thomas, Director, NIT Trichy, said, "We 

are motivated about partnering with TI to collaborate in pioneering semiconductor engineering 

technology for learning and mobility. As various promising opportunities seem to exist, the setting up 

of TI Research Lab is at the top priority and subsequently be nurtured and grown after considering the 

learnings and experiences from TI. We see the program as an opportunity for us to develop a talent pool 

among the students of NIT-Trichy, that would have the edge over others in terms of acquisition of 

advanced knowledge and be industry-ready. NITT will provide a space and other infrastructure to set 

up TI Research Lab."  

As a part of this MoU, TI will deliver products and EVMs worth USD 25000/- (United States Dollars 

Twenty-Five Thousand Only) from 2019 till the expiry of this MoU. These TI products and EVMs will 

be used by NITT in curriculum teaching and research in the area of Analog IC applications, Power 

Management and Embedded Systems. It is mutually agreed that free of cost training to all teaching 

assistants, research assistants and lab assistants towards the usage of EVMs towards curriculum 

teaching will be provided by TI and in turn, NITT also encourage their side for the same. NITT will 

encourage students to participate in Student Contests conducted by TI.  Hence, through this MoU, it is 

intended to have a mutual multi-dimensional partnership between NITT and TI, which will help to 

reinforce the competitive edge of the company with the academic partners with proficient faculty, in 

line with our vision & mission of the institute to create a future-ready organization." This partnership 

will help to bridge the gap betweenacademic excellence and business requirements, to create an 

industry-ready workforce. This initiative also supports the Government's 'Make in India', 'Skill India' 

and 'Startup India' program, preparing the Indian industry to compete at a global platform." 

A steering committee will be set up to monitor the activities under this MoU. The committee will consist 

of Mr Sanjay Srivastava from TI and Prof. Umapathy Dean (Research and Consultancy) representing 

NITT.  
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US company to set up research lab in NIT TNN  

Trichy: Texas Instruments (TI) - a US based global semiconductor design and software- will 

set up its research laboratory at National Institute of Technology (NIT) Trichy. 

A memorandum of understanding (MoU) was signed between them in mutually beneficial areas 

and to provide a formal basis for initiating interaction. The MoU envisages joint R & D projects 

over a period of three years for the development of new technologies in various engineering 

domains. 

The MoU was inked in the presence of Mini Shaji Thomas, director, NIT Trichy and Sanjay 

Srivastav, director, Texas Instruments India University Programme. “We are motivated about 

partnering with TI to collaborate in pioneering semiconductor engineering technology for 

learning and mobility,” said Mini Shaji Thomas. “We see the programme as an opportunity for 

us to develop a talent pool among the students of NIT-Trichy giving them an edge over others 

in terms of acquisition of advanced knowledge and be industry-ready. NIT will provide a space 

and other infrastructure to set up TI Research Lab,” she said. As various promising 

opportunities seem to exist, the setting up of TI Research Lab is at the top priority and 

subsequently be nurtured and grown after considering the learnings and experiences from TI. 

As a part of this MoU, TI will deliver products which will be used by NIT Trichy in curriculum 

teaching and research in the area of Analog IC applications, Power Management and 

Embedded Systems. 

It is mutually agreed that the free training to all teaching assistants, research assistants and lab 

assistants towards curriculum teaching will be provided by “Through this MoU, it is intended 

to have a mutual multi-dimensional partnership between NITT and TI, which will help 

reinforce the competitive edge of the company with the academic partners with proficient 

faculty,” said M Umapathy Dean (Research and Consultancy). 
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Texas Instruments To Set Up Research Laboratory In NIT Trichy 

• TI will deliver products and evaluation modules worth US $25,000 

• NIT Tricky (NIIT) will use the products in curriculum teaching and research in the area of 

Analog IC applications, power management and embedded systems 

• NITT will provide a space and other infrastructure to set up TI Research Lab 

 

The National Institute of Technology, Tiruchi, (NIT-T), on Monday, signed a Memorandum of 

Understanding (MoU) with Texas Instruments (TI), which is engaged in design and 

development of semiconductors and software, to promote interaction between the two 

organizations and setting up of a TI Research Lab at NIT-T campus. 

 

The MoU was signed in the presence of Mini Shaji Thomas, Director, NIT-T, and Sanjay 

Srivastav, Director, Texas Instruments India University Programme.Speaking on the occasion, 

Dr. Thomas said the MoU would enable collaboration with TI in the pioneering semiconductor 

engineering technology for learning and mobility. Thomas further informed that the setting up 

of the TI Research Lab is a priority. NIIT sees the program as an opportunity to develop a talent 

pool among the students of the institution and give them an edge over others in terms of 

acquisition of advanced knowledge and be industry-ready. NITT will provide a space and other 

infrastructure to set up TI Research Lab,” Thomas added. 

Plan of action 

The MoU envisages joint research and development projects over a period of three years for 

the development of new technologies in various engineering domains. As a part of the MoU, 

TI will deliver products and evaluation modules worth US $ 25,000 and they will be used by 

NITT in curriculum teaching and research in the area of Analog IC applications, power 

management and embedded systems. 
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MoU signed with colleges 

The Siemens Centre of Excellence in Manufacturing, and NIT-T have 

signed an MoU with six more colleges in the region, providing access 

to its services such as skill development courses, internships and 

projects to students. In addition, faculty members of the institutions can 

execute consultancy projects utilising the facilities of the centre. 

MoUs have been signed with Saranathan College of Engineering, 

M.A.M College of Engineering, Muthuyammal College of 

Engineering, Rasipuram, Paavai Engineering College, Namakkal, 

A.V.C College of Engineering, Nagapattinam, and Sri Krishna College 

of Technology, Coimbatore. 
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6 COLLEGES SIGN MOU WITH SIEMENS COE TNN  

Trichy: The Siemens Centre of Excellence (CoE) in Manufacturing at the 

National Institute of Technology (NIT), Trichy has signed a memorandum of 

understanding (MoU) with six institutions - Saranathan College of Engineering, 

MAM College of Engineering, Muthuyammal College of Engineering, 

Rasipuram, Paavai Engineering College, Namakkal, AVC College of 

Engineering, Nagapattinam and Sri Krishna College of Technology, Coimbatore, 

here on Friday. The MoU will enable students of these institutions to have access 

to the centre’s services such as skill development courses, internships and 

projects. Besides these, faculty members of these institutions would also be able 

to execute consultancy projects utilizing the facilities. 

CoE in manufacturing was set-up in NIT Trichy at a cost of Rs 190 crore with 

majority funding from Siemens, a German-based automation company. Siemens 

offer hundreds of programmes ranging from a duration of three weeks to three 

months, which the students can make use at a nominal charge. 
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